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M.Fuchs Design - a design service provider with focus on HMI creation on embedded systems 
in an agile environment

As mediator between styling and software development M.Fuchs Design understands both the intentions 
of the designers and knows their way of working, as well as the needs and expectations of programmers.

The acquired competence since the development for the first high-resolution color TFT display in the Audi 
A4 (B6) from 2000 on, makes M.Fuchs Design a competent partner in the modern development of HMI, 
based on embedded systems such as vehicle information systems.

Understanding the different ways of communication, requirements and 
work processes of graphic design, graphic styling and programming

Developing efficient solutions for demanding graphic concepts

Ensuring overall consistency, functional reliability and economic efficiency of the product

Consideration of aspects as ergonomics, product emotion and different expectations in the 
cultural different target markets

Concept studies

Simulation support

Infotainmentsystem for NissanInfotainmentsystem for Suzuki
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Process structure and project approach reflects this mediating task

Consistent preparation of graphic elements in implementation-oriented formats

Construction of full views generated as a specific working basis for programming

Consistent, automated documentation to avoid redundancy

Changing complex graphics components spanning multiple application situations

Developing solutions in order to avoid unsafe algorithms on the 
target systems as well as to improve performance

Continuously optimizing project processes

Positioning with insertion points and dimensions Documentation of changes
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Graphics creation

M.Fuchs Design has developed tools respecting the requirements of agile software development for 
the conversion of vector graphics to bitmaps.

Concept and design of graphic and graphic elements, standardization of elements

Quick definition of unchangeable properties of a graphic for fast implemetation and test

Transfer of design and graphics delivered by the customer

Generation of sub-graphics for scalable graphics in variable dimensions to reduce storage 
requirements and to prevent redundancy

Automated documentation with additional data 
for positioning, margins, and for transferring 
directly into the implementation

Efficient change management and analysis

Graphics creation of scaleable buttons with a not scaleable left and right 
and a scaleable center element.
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Positioning

Arrangements of the graphic elements automatically documented in machine-readable form

Assuring consistency by quick identification of serious changes, such as dimensions affecting 
multiple screens

Documentation for testing and verification

Quality assurance

Structure of a master view
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Palletizing

Memory reduction of nearly 25% compared to direct color specifications

Color definition according to their function

Simple overwriting color information during 
operation achieving variants (e.g. day/night design)

Optimizing and conversion of customer graphics

Two pallets realize elements with changeable colors


